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What is QUALITY?

- Hard to define
- Hard to measure
  - More bugs means less quality or more users?
- A very subjective thing
  - As a user I don't care about any bug, just about mine
Quality is in the eye of the beholder

It works for me!

Cool! Let's go for a beer :D

Wait!
I still have a few minutes
QUALITY and KDE

- We are BIG and small – more than 300 repositories, not all with maintainer
- Need more tests + CI
- Need more tools
  - Important crashes
  - Important features
  - Stale reviewboard requests
  - Unreleased bugfixes
- Released bugfixes that don't reach the user
THE ALL SEEING TEAM

- Develop more tools
  - e.g. Automatic crash reporting
- Chase 'maintainers'
- Have a global view
- Help with training
BoF
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